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Let A be a Hopf algebra over a field k and let B C A be a Hopf subalgebra. 
The notion of right (A, B)-Hopf modules was introduced by me [l] and the 
category of those modules was studied to prove that A is a faithfully flat B- 
module, if A is either commutative or cocommutative. Recently Kadford [9] 
used this notion to know when A is a free (or projective) B-module. 
In this paper we generalize the notion of relative Hopf modules in two 
directions, and apply it to obtain many freeness or projectivity criteria for A 
over B. First, we note that right (A, B)-Hopf modules are defined, if only B 
is a right coideal subalgebra of A, which means that B is such a subalgebra that 
d(B)CB @A. Dually, we can define left (T(A), A)-Hopf modules, where 
w A -+ r(A) is a surjection of coalgebras and left A-modules. 
In Section 1, we show that the category of right (A, B)-Hopf modules is 
equivalent to some comodule category, and the category- of left (a(A), A)-Hopf 
modules is equivalent to some module category, with a little assumption on 
flatness. The theorem of Sweedler, which states that the category of right 
(A, A)-Hopf modules is equivalent to the category of k-vector spaces, follows 
from this. These equivalences are applied in the commutative case to prove that 
there is a l-l correspondence B t, 2 between right coideal subalgebras over 
which A is a faithfully flat module and quotient Hopf algebras over which A is a 
faithfully coflat left (or equivalently right) comodule. This means that if G is an 
affine k-group scheme and H C G a closed subgroup scheme, then the dur 
k-sheaf of left cosets H?,G [7, Chap. III, Sect. 3, 7.21 is affine if and only if the 
afline ring O(G) is a faithfully coflat left or/and right O(H)-comodule. In the 
cocommutative case, it follows that there is a l-l correspondence R ct 2 
between Hopf subalgebras and quotient left A-module coalgebras over which A 
is a faithfully coflat comodule. 
In Section 2, using the equivalences, me give the following freeness and 
projectivity criteria for relative Hopf modules. Let B be a right coideal subalgebra 
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of -4. Then each right (A, B)-Hopf module is, in particular -4 is, a projectbce 
B-module, if either 
(1) B is contained in the center of A, and A is a faithfully flat B-module, 
(2) B is a Hopf subalgebra contained in the center, and A has a co- 
commutative coradical, or 
(3) B is a Hopf subalgebra and ;1 is commutatit-e. 
Thus commutative Hopf algebras are projective over Hopf subalgebras. 
This generalizes Radford [9, Theorem 31 who proxved this in case the coradicai 
4, is a Hopf subalgebra and B, = B r? A, is finitely generated. We Rrore that 
each right (-4, B)-Hopf module is a free B-module; if either 
(4) (1): and By is contained in the radical of d. 
(5) (1), B/Rad(B) is A t r inian, and B!Rad(B)A is commutativet 
(6) B is a Hopf subalgebra containing the coradiczl of -1, 
(7) B is a Hopf subalgebra and A is pointed, or 
(8) B is a locally finite Hopf subalgebra, and A’ is commutative. 
Case (5) generalizes [9, Theorem I] which proved the same in case B is finite 
dimensional. Radford [S] proyed that A is a free B-module with either assump- 
tion (6) or (7). His method is available for relative Hopf modules. 
In Section 3, we fix a central right coideal subalgebra D of A, and consider 
a correspondence B e-) B betu-een intermediate right c&deal subalgebras 
D C B C ,-1 and right coideal subalgebras B C 3, where -3 = &AD- is H 
quotient Hopf algebra of A. If A oyer D is faithfuily flat, there exists such e 
l-1 correspondence. If B and B correspond to each other, it is shown that the 
category of right (d, B)-Hopf modules is equivalen: to the catego? of right 
(iii: @-Hoof modules. 
In Section 4, we assume A is commutative and prolye the following results: 
THEOREX If k is perfect, d is commutative reduced, and B C A b a pointed 
Hopf s&algebra, then -4 is a free B-module. 
THEOEM. If 9 is a commutative pointed Iiopf algebra, there is a 1-I corre- 
spondence T- t+ 17-Q beter;een right &deal subalgebws owr which A is Jfee, and 
.Hopf ideals of A. 
In terms of group schemes, the last theorem means the fact that: If G is a 
representationally solwble affine k-group scheme and H C G is a closed subgroup 
scheme, then the quotient sheaf (with respect to the faithfully flat topology) 
$G is always ajine, and the projection G + HTG is afiee map. 
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Examples of commutative Hopf algebras which are not free over some Hopf 
subalgebras are known in [I I]. We give a much simpler example of a torus 
which is not free over certain quotient tori, in the final section. 
All vector spaces are over a fixed field K. We follow the notation of [12] 
throughout. 
1. EQCI~ALENCES OF RELATIVE HOPF MODULES 
We use the sigma notation. Thus, if C is a coalgebra, we write d(c) = 
& ccl) C3 qe) , c E C. If P (rev. Q) is a right (resp. left) C-comodule, the 
structure is u&ten as 
x * c X(o) 23 X(l) 
( 
rev. Y - x ~(4 @ YO 
(2) (Y) 
) I 
for x E P (resp. y E Q). Th e co-ten.wr product P Ec Q denotes the subspace 
We denote by &‘c and c& the categories of right C-comodules and left 
C-comodules, respectively. 
A right C-comodule P is called (faithfully) coj?at, if the functor P & ? is 
(faithfully) exact. It is known [3, A.2.11 that this is equivalent to the fact that P 
is an injective (cogenerator) of .A#~. 
Let A be a fixed Hopf algebra over K. For each subalgebra B C A and quotient 
coalgebra 7~: A -+ w(A), let 
s&B = the category of right B-modules, 
ad = the category of left B-modules, 
&P = the category of right n(A)-comodules, 
r&! = the category of left z(A)-comodules. 
For each P E JP and Q E X&Y we wite P g, Q for P zr(A) Q. 
B is a right coideal subalgebra, if d(B) C B @ A. Then, we define an Abelian 
category JY#. The objects are vector spaces M over k equipped with a right 
-4-comodule structure (ill. w) and a right B-module structure such that w(d) = 
x WZ~,$J(~) @ IIZ&(~) for m E A4 and b E B. Morphisms are right A-comodule 
maps which are right B-comodule maps. MaA is the catego? of right (A, B) 
Hopf modules. 
Let W: A -P a(A) be a quotient left A-module coalgebra. (This means that 
ker(w) is a coideal and a left ideal.) Iye can dually define the category AK& 
of left (+I), A)-Hopf modules. The objects are left s(A)-comodules (N, W) 
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which are left A-modules so that W(M) = 1 a(r)ni-r; 5 a(,yq,,) , \:-here w(r~) = 
C q-r) f& n(s) , for a E A, n E N. Morphisms are left r(.+comodtile maps 
which are A linear. 
PROPOSITIOS 1. if B C 9 is a right coideal subalgebra, A/dB- (zch+ve b’- = 
B .q Ker(E)) is a quotient left d-module coalgebra oJr -4. Let r3: -1, - d,‘dB- be 
tize projectioiz. If r: A + ST(A) is a quotiext left A-module coalgebra, B, = 
(u E 9 x ~(a(,)) 3 a(,) = ~(1) 3 u] is a right coideal subaigebra o/’ A. 
Proof- If a, b E B, 3 C +dd L’ (2) ‘2, b ts) = Z q,p&,j 13 a(,$(,, = 
x a(,)si(lj ‘3 a(,)6 = z “(a;,)) 8 a(,)b = 1 3 ab, hence ab E B, . The others 
are Gear. Q.E.D. 
In the following, let B C A be 2 right coideal subalgebra. 
If S is 2 vector space, then S 3 -4 G ,/H,/, where 
and 
w(s fg a) = s @ d(a) 
(s $$ a)b = s 3 ah 
forsES, aE-4, bEB. 
Let ?l = re. If S E .&?m, then it is easy to see that S 1, d is an A-sub- 
comodule and 2 B-submodule of S 5 A. Let Y(S) = S I_, A. Then 
is a functor. 
The functor Y has the following left adjoint. Let -11 E &aA. It is a right 
r(A)-comodule through ?r. MB7 is a r(d)-subcomoduie, hence l%r = M/JfB- 
is a right r(A)-comoduie. Let D(M) = 1u be this comodule. Then 
CD: &j/ + &“, 
is obl-iously 2 functor. 
We exXoit an ajoint relation 0 + Y. There is a l-i co:respondence f t+ F 
between the s(A)-comodule maps f: &l+ S and the --l-comodile maps 
P: ;%I + S EI;, A defined 2s follows. F is induce6 by 
and f = (I 2 c) c F. It is easy to see that F is right B-linear if and only if 
J \’ z( lZB-j = 0. Thus we have a natural isomorphism 
dicqz, S) ” dz/(M, s 0, A). 
This gives the adjunction D I Y. 
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For each :%i E AA and NE ,&‘, w-e have the fundsmental isomorphism 
6: iM @ N N .!M @ N, 4w 0 4 = Cm(o) 0 '%P. 
If :M E A%?~~, this induces 
g:M@~NN@(M)@N. 
Hence in particular 
8: A$$:,Nr!a(A)@N. 
If N is a flat left B-module, applying S @, ? where S E A?, we get by [2, 1.31 
THEOREM 1. Let B C A be a right coideal subalgebra nd let r = re . Suppose 
there is a kzft A-module N which is a faithfully jlat Iejl B-module. Then @ arzd Y 
establish an equivalence between Aand&r. WehzxeB=B,andAisafaith- 
fully copat left n(A)-comodule. 
Note that @(B) = w(h) ’ pl rm ies B = B, and Y faithfully exact implies the 
last statement. 
Proof. Let ME ABA and S E +#P. Suppose f: Z + S in AT corresponds 
to F: M + S 0, A in A/. Then we have a commutative diagram: 
Since N is left faithfully flat over B, f is an isomorphism if and only if F is. This 
implies that the adjunctions 
s s’, 4 -+ s, 1 ss @ ai - z 4ai)Si , 
are isomorphisms. Hence Cp and Y are equivalences. 
In case B = A, the above result reduces to [12, Theorem 4.1.11. 
We dualize the above theorem in the following. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let rr: A + ~(-4) be a quotient left A-module coakebra, and 
let B = B, . If 1V E JA, let .P = (n E N x r~(-~) 3 n(,) = 7;(l) @ n] which 
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is a lefi B-nmdde. If T E ,+Y, A & T is a left {r(A), A)-Hopf modtile, &tere 
the s?(E)-comodule structure is gzken by 
w(a @ t) = C ~(a(~)) 3 a(,: $$ t 
r JOY a E & f E T. Tire functor 
The proof is easy and omitted. 
TJEORESI 2. With the notation as above, suppose there is a tight A-comoduie 
which is faithfully cojlat as a right ?r(Aj-comodzcle. The?z the abore ,ftincto?=r a e 
eguicalences, me hate r = q, , and A is a faithfEclly jlat r&ht B-modxb. b 
partidar, [f A is a faithful@ cqf?at ra’ght v(A)-como&ie, this is the case. 
Proof. For each .M E &‘A and NE d “A, the fundamental isomcr?hkm 
in Tarticular. If M is a coflat right v(d)-comodule, w-e iax:e an isoimixphism . 
(X yz A) $JB T 1( Jf m, (A -:5& T) 
for each T E &!. The proof is dual to [2, Proposition 1.31. I-Ience 6 induces 
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Hence, if M is a faithfully coflat right z-(A)-comodule, then g is an isomorphiim 
if and only if G is. Thii proves that the adjunctions A oB Nm + N and 
T + (A a& T)si are isomorphisms. Thus J.& w A. Since m(A) E J&Y, 
4A) N A ae w(k) (where ?r(K) = r(A>“) means w = us . Since M @ ? e 
A4 c, (A @e i) is faithfully exact so is A & ?, hence A is a faithfully flat 
right B-module. Q.E.D. 
Theorems 1 and 2 give rise to a 1-l correspondence B H Q and B - Bc 
between some class of right coideal subalgebras and some class of quotient left 
A-module coalgebras. In the commutative case and in the cocommutative case 
this correspondence has a nice description. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over k. The maps B + rr* 
and v w BBgive rise to a bijection betzcem the set of r$ht coideal subai’gebras B C A 
over which A is a faithfully jiat module and the set of quotient Hopf algebras W: 
A + Is(A), where A is a left (or equivalently r@ht) faithfully cojlat dA)-comodule. 
Proof. If B C A is a right coideal subalgebra, then AB+ C A is a Hopf ideal. 
Hence w B : A --+ A/AB- is a Hopf quotient. If A is a faithfully flat B-module, 
-4 is a faithfully coflat left rB(A)-comodule and BQ = B by Theorem 1. Using 
the antipode, we see that A is also a right faithfully coflat wB(A)-comodule. 
Let +rr: A -+ a(A) be a quotient left A-module coalgebra. Since A is commuta- 
tive, 1;(A) is a quotient bialgebra of A. If A is a faithfully coflat right +A)- 
comodule, then w = 7rB with B = Bz and A is a faithfully flat B-module by 
Theorem 2. In particular w(A) is a Hopf quotient. This proves the claim. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a cocommutative Hopf algebra over k. There is a l-l 
correspondence B t-) w between the Hopf subalgebras of A rmd the quotient left 
A-module coakebras of A over which A is a faithfully coJat comodule. 
Proof. If B CA is a Hopf subalgebra, then A is a left and right faithfully 
flat B-module by [ 1, Theorem 3.11. Hence A is a faithfully coflat Ir,(A)-comodule 
and B = Bws by Theorem 1. Let W: A + a(A) be a quotient left A-module 
coalgebra where A is a faithfully coflat a(A)-comodule. Let B = Bw which is 
a subbialgebra of A. Let S: A -+ A be the antipode and let a E B. Then 
hence 
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2nd 
Thus S(Bj C B and B is a Hopf subalgebra. Since r = We by Theorem 2, \ve 
are done. Q.E.D. 
2. FRZESESS CRITERIA FOR RELATIVE HOPF ~IODLYLES 
In this section, using the equit-alences of Section 1, we examine -a-hen each 
right (A, B)-Hopf module is a free B-module, where B is a right coideal sub- 
algebra of a fixed Hopf algebra A. The proof of the following lemma is easy and 
omitted. 
LEMMA :. Let C be a k-coalgebra with corudicalJiltrction {C,} atid let (S, ti) 
be a right C-comohle. Let S,, = ul(S $$ C,). Then tke S, we subcomodules of 5, 
S = u.,, S, , and S,!S,-, are CO-comodules (hence semi&pie C-comoduies) fo: 
each n >, 0. 
Let cent(A) be the center of A. The following is a generalization of [F, 
Theorem 3]. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a Hopf algebra ocer k am2 iet B C 3 be a right co&al 
subalgebra. Suppose B C cent(A) und 9 is a faithfully jat B-module. Then eack 
X E ,iiYBA is a project&e B-module. In particular A is a projective B-module. 
Proof. Since the category ABA is isomorphic to JF where ‘in = rs by 
Theorem 1, it follows from Lemma 1 that each .M E “tiBA has a filtration {Xni 
such that M = Un-# M,, and each MJM,+l is a semisimp!e object (we put 
3%, = 0). Suppose 
JIn!ilI,-~ = s A-A 
EEa-, 
is the direct sum of simple objects in A#. Then @(NJ = Lv,, is finite dimen- 
sional. Hence 
37, & A ‘v LTA 83 A 
is a finite free right A-module. Hence lVA is a finitely generated projective 
B-module by ES, Proposition 12, p. 531. Hence the MmjM,+, are projective 
B-modules. It follows that M, P( M,,-, @ (MJril,-1) as B-modules. Hence 
is a projective B-module. Q.E.D. 
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If A is commutative or if A has a cocommutative coradical, A is a faithfully 
flat left and right module over its arbitrary Hopf subalgebra [l, Theorems 3.1, 
3.21. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a Hopf algebra over k and let B C A be a Hopf 
subakebra. If either 
(a) A is commutative, or 
(b) A has a cocommutative coradical and B C cent(A), 
then A is a projective B-module. 
THEOREM 6. Let A and B be as in Theorem 5. If B+ C Rad(A) (the Jaco6son 
radical of A), each M E &‘# is a free B-module, hence A is a free B-module. 
Proof. Let ME ABA. We may assume JZ = @(..M) is finite dimensional. 
Let (a I u E x) be a k-basis for .&I where XC M. Notice that AB+ is a Hopf 
ideal contained in Rad(A). Hence m-e have an automorphism of the right 
+A)-modules m @ +A) where v = rB , 
given by &i @ n(a)) = x E+,,) @ %&a). Since X is a basis for l%! @ w(A) 
over w(A), l(X) is, too. Since AB+ C Rad(A), it follon-s by [4, Proposition 2.12, 
p. 901 that 5(X) is a basis for 1m @ A over A, u-here 
5 : 3~ & A N M @ A 
is an isomorphism of right A-modules. This implies that X is a basis for the right 
A-module :I9 I& A, hence a basis for the B-module M. Q.E.D. 
DJZFIKITIOS 1. Let J2 be the class of (unitary) rings R such that 
Rn z R’” as right R-modules 
implies n = m (cf. [4, Definition 5.1, p. 1901). 
-411 commutative rings are contained in 0. G also contains all -4rtinian rings. 
X ring R belongs to G if there is a two-sided ideal CI such that RIGZE Q. (xote 
that 0 $B.) Hence, if R/Rad(R) is Artinian or commutative, then R E I?. If a 
ring R contains a subring 5 such that S E .G and R is a finite free right S-module, 
then R E Sz. For example, if S is a commutative ring, then all faithfully flat 
S-algebras vrhich are finitely generated S-modules are contained in J.I (we can 
reduce to the case m-here S is a field). 
The following is a generalization of [9, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 7. Let A and B be as in Theorem 5. Assume B = B/Rad(B) is 
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Artinian. Hence there is a set of orthogonal idempote?zts e, ,..., e, of S such that 
1 = e, + .*. + e,n and each Be+ is a Jield. Let d = A-ltA Rad(B). If &, E 3 
fsr each i < i < m, A is a free B-module. In fact each ?.I E JtBA is. 
Prcoj. Let A? E .&Z/I and assume [.M : K-j = n. Let !I? = M/M Rad(B). We 
need or&- to show I@ N_ & as B-modules. Let 1 < i < -m and .3??ei N (de,!, 
as &i-vector spaces. Since 5 induces 
it folloas by Aei E Q that Y = n. Hence 113 = ;I?& 3 .m* 3 ,I?P~, rr- & as 
B-modules. Q.E.D. 
Let A, be the coradical of A. 
PROPOSITICR 3. If B is a Hopf subalgebra of d containing A,, thm each 
Ji E Aed is a free B-module. 
Proof. It is enough to modify the proof of [8, Corcliary 11 2s follows. For 
each right A-comodule M with structure w: 31 - X ,& 2, let N(a~ = 
w-r(N g B), or M zA B, which is the largest B-subcomoduie of 31. Define 
JJ:‘:/J~S-i) = (~$f~_~(t-l))lO) b-- 1 induction. This is czl!ed the &ration of M 
with respect to B. Since B I) 4, , it follows that M = ufi JP). If ME A’,/> 
each M(n~/Jil(*-l) E JY~B. By the theorem of Sweedler, each M(n)/:W~-l) is a 
free B-module. Hence ;I4 is a free B-module. Q.S.3. 
Let G(9) be the set of group-like elements of A, i.e., the set of x E A with 
d(x) = x .g x, e(x) = 1. 
PROPOSITIOS 4. Let B be a Hopf subalgebra of A. If G(d)B contains -Li, , 
then each JI E ABA is a free B-module. In particular if d is pointed! this hoids. 
Proof. We have only to modify the above proof. Let {.&W) be the titration 
of M with respect to G(A)B. Then 31 = un M!fl) and X(n;/AP-r) E ~Yg(~)e. 
Since G(A)B is the direct sum of gB, g E S, for some subset SC G(d) f8; 
Lemma 5], it follows that M(*)/Mo+l) is the direct sum of submodules A7jn), 
g E S, where iVj”) E AiB. Since 4;’ w ,dYeB, each .V) is B-free as before. B 
Q.E.D. 
A commutative Hopf algebra is locally Jinite if it is the union of finite-dimen- 
sional Hopf subalgebras. 
Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra, and let B C -4 be a Hopf subalgebra. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose for each Jinitei) generated Hopf subalgebra B’ C B and 
each 31’ E Ai, , M’ is a free B’-module. Tk each 31 E AeA is a pee B-module. 
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Proof. Let ME A’sA. To claim that AZ is B-free, u-e can assume .%I = VB, 
u-here Fis a simple A-subcomodule of .M [9, Proposition 11. By assumption VB 
is B’-free for each finitely generated B’ C B. Let R be the minimum of the 
B-ranks of VB’ where B’ C B ranges all finitely generated Hopf subalgebras. 
Take such a B’ C B that VB’ is of rank n. Then for each finitely generated 
B’ C B” C B, the surjection 
VB’ Q&P B” -+ VB” 
should be isomorphic, hence going to lir~ 
VB’ &, B N VB = MM. 
Thus X is a free B-module. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5. If A is a commutative Hopf algebra azzd B a locally jnite 
Hopf subaigebra of A, then each M E JX/ is a free B-module. 
This follows from Theorem 7. 
3. I~mmm~~m COIDEAL SUB-ALGEBR~~S 
In this section let A be a Hopf algebra over k, and fix a right coideal subalgebra 
D CA contained in the center. Since AD’ is a Hopf ideal of A, A = A/AD’ 
. is a quotient Hopf algebra. 
Let D C B C A be a right coideal subalgebra. Then B = BIBDf is a k-algebra 
and A: B + B @ A induces a right J-comodule structure map 
which is also an algebra map. Thus B is a right &comodule algebra. If A is a 
flat D-module, B is a right coideal subalgebra of 2. Indeed B C a follows by 
i? @ A E B a$& -4 CA @o -4 11 d 3 A. - - 
Anywa>-, we can define the category of right (A, B)-Hopf modules AXBz just 
as before. 
The categories A/ and ABA are subcategories of Ar,A and A@. The 
functors @: Jr,-4 + J@ and ?J? A’+ &,A induce the follow-ing set of 
functors. 
If .MG A!/, let -q = M/MD’. The structure maps M @ B --t M and 
.M + Sf .g A induce % $$ B -+ :T;f: and AU + -! @ 2 through which .u E AB’. 
A Let @: M ++ X, ABA -+ &?a . 
IfSc%A?= B , S 3 A E ABe4 with respect to the structure 
w(s .B a) = s @ d(a) 
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and 
for s E s, UEQ, EgB, and S~AACS~A is a subobject. Let Y: S-c 
s -: - 4 drii-=-Al/. 
If-~*~ghtB&omodule map f: :I3 --f S corresponds to a right -4-comodule 
map F: -2 + S i-&i 9 (F(Jf) = 1 f (mw) Q X?(3), a direct ca!cu:aticn shcws 
that F is rigibt B-linear if and only iff is right B-linear. Since SD+ = 0, if this 
is the case, f induces anA!BA-map: -%! + S. This implies that @ is a left adjoint 
to Y. 
Sotice that the adjunctions 
M + Y(@(M)) and GqY(S)) + s, 
where rii E A’/ and S E ABA, do not depend on B. Hence (a) of Theorem 8 
follows by Theorem 1. The l-l correspondence between subobjects of A in 
U#DA and subobjects of A in A@ induces the correspondence described in (5) 
and (c). 
THEOREM 8. Suppose there is a left A-imhh zchicl is a faitlitil~~ flat 
D-module. 
(a) If D C B C A is a right coideal subakebra, ther, B is a right coideal szb- 
algebra of -q, Sp, and Y giee rise to an equicaiezce cf categories ABA * ~2~~. - 
am’ we have B = B 5~ d. 
(bj If 39 C A is a right coideal subalgebra, then .2 I-z-4 is a right mid& 
subalgebra of d containing D, and we hate .Z@ = 23 ~~A. 
cc) There is a l-l correspondence B e, B betzceer‘ ight coideal &a&ye&as 
of A containing D and right coideal subalgebras of d 
Let C = AcAB- = -$;ilB-. There are the foollowing three sets of adjoint 
pairs of functors 
x;-here @l(Jfj = JI:‘:+ID-, @4(M) = Lll/JJBL. $(PCj = ~\-/;GF, Yl(S) = 
Iv ~=d, Y2(S) = S SC A, and Ys(Sj = S rc -7 for -IIEA’~~~, -1:~ &z-‘! 
S E ..#C. It is easv to see @s c @I = 0, and Y2 = Yi c Ys . Thus with the 
assumption of Theorem 8, (Q2, Ys) is identified Gth (@a, YJ. In particuiar. 
if one of these is an equivalence, so is the other. Scte that Ys (resp. Y~j faithfuli!; 
exact implies that -4 (resp. A) is a left faithfuli? c&at C-comodule. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let D C B C A be a right coideal subalgebra, and let C = 
AjAB7. Assume there is a left A-module which U a faithfilly flat D-module. 
(a) Assume either there is a left A-mdule which is a faithfully fiat left 
B-module or there is a left &nodule which is a faithfully flat left &twdule. Then 
A and 2 are faithfully cogat left C-comodules, and we huve 
B=h&A, B=hr’,& 
where k denotes the image of k C A in C. 
(b) Assume C is a Hopf quotient of A, and A, A-, amd C have bijective 
antipodes. If A (resp. A) is a left faithfully Jlat B-module (resp. B-module), then 2 
(resp. A) is a rakht faithfully flat B-module (resp. B-module). 
(c) If A is commutative, A over B is faithfully flat if and only if A- over B is. 
Proof. (a) Follows from Theorem 1. (b) In this case, A (resp. A) is a faithfully 
coflat left C-comodule if and only if it is as a right C-comodule. The claim will 
follow from (a) and Theorem 2. (c) If A is commutative, C is a Hopf quotient, 
and A, A, and C have bijective antipodes. The claim follows from (b). Q.E.D. 
Let A 3 B 3 B’ 3 D be right coideal subalgebras. If .&.? E JP, then M @ B 
has the structure of a right A-comodule, 
for m EM, b E B. M @B is a right (A, B)-Hopf module, together with the 
obvious B-module structure. If ME , , I’M 5&p B is a quotient object of 
M @ B in ABA. Thus vve have a functor 
We also have a similar functor 
COROLLARY 3. With the assumption of Theorem 8, we have a commutative 
diagram of fmctors 
The proof is easy. 
As an application of the theory of thii section, we can add to the freeness 
criteria for relative Hopf modules in Section 2. We start with a simple lemma. 
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LFJ~L% 3. Let D and B be as in Theorem 8(a). Dwte b;: 3J F+ _v the eui- 
aalence &Ye2 e dBp. If each XE J?/ suck that -2 = FB fw sonze simple 
J-subcomodule f C ,v is a free B-module, then each 31 E &YZA is a,+ee B-mr,dz&. 
Tniis can be proved in the same way as [9, Proposition l]. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra, and let D C B C d be 
right coideal s&algebras. Assume D is $nite dime-nsiorzal, A oser D is faithfzzl$ 
,!?at, and B = B/BD- is a group-like Hopf algebra. Then eac:z _?I E JiBA is c free 
B-module. 
Proof. By the abo\-e lemma, we can assume LV = i% for some simple 
-If-subcomodcle BC ,V. Since B = k[G(B)] acd r is fitite dimensiona:, it 
follows from [9, Proposition 21 that there are a finite Hopf subalgebra 8’ C 4 
and an object Jf E A$, such that ,V N JV I$& B i11 AB-‘. By Theorem S(c). 
there is E ur,ique right coideal subalgebra D C B’ C B (d(B’) C B’ @ Bj such 
that B’ = Z. Let K E Ai. be such that AT 11 J. TheQ by Corollary 3. 
A7 s&, B E .4?/z corresponds to JV $$a~ B, hexe ME X &, B ir A!/. 
We have only to prove that N is B’-free. S&e B’ = .a’ is finite dimensionai 
over k, B’ is a finitely generated projective D-mo&le, hence finite dirnensiocal. 
Since A oT.-er B’ is faithfully flat, so is A over B’ bp Corollary 2(c). Ii follovs by 
Theorem 7 that N is a free B’-module. QED. 
4. COMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEXUS 
The category of afline k-group schemes is antiequivalent to the category of 
commutative Hopf algebras o\-er k. Closed subgroup sche,me (resp. quotiect 
group scheme) corresponds to Hopf ideal (resp. Hopf subalgebra). Let G be an 
afline k-group scheme corresponding to the Hopf algebra A = O(G), 2nd iet 
H C G be a closed subgroup scheme corresponding to a Hopf ideal I C A. The 
left case: dur k-sheaf HYG is the cokernel in 31: [7, Chap. III, Sect. 1, 3.4: 
of - 
HxG 
projection G. 
prodwt ’ 
This is afline if H is normal [7, Chap. III, Sect. 3, 7.21, but not in general. It is 
affine if and only if there is a right coideal suba!gebra B C A such that -4 is 
faithfully flat over B and B+A = I. 
Thus Theorem 3 can be restated in terms of group schemes as foollcws. 
THEORE?\: 10. Let G be atz a#ne k-group scheme and let H C G be a closed 
subgroup sckeme. The dur k-sheaf of left cosets -$,G [7, Chap. III. Sect. 3,7.2] (~7 
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eq&valeratly the sheaf of right cosets G,TH) is a&e ;f and only if the a@e ring 
O(G) is a faithfully cofat left or,hnd right O(H)-comodule. 
A morphism of afKne h-schemes X + Y is free (resp. projective) if the af3ne 
ring O(X) is a free (resp. projective) O(Y)-module. The following is simply a 
restatement of Theorem 5 in the commutative case. 
THEOREM 11. Let G be an aflne group scheme wer a Jield h and let H C G be 
a closed subgroup scheme. If HTG is a@ae, the projection G + HTG is projective. 
If G” is a quotient group sckeme of G, the projection G -+ G” is projective. 
We consider when commutative Hopf algebras are free over Hopf subalgebras. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a commutative Hopf algebra over k and let B, 
C CA be Hopf subalgebras. Then B @enc C N BC. (Two Hopf subalgebras are 
linearly disjoint over their intersection.) 
Proof. Let G be a group and let hr, KC G be normal subgroups. We have 
a Cartesian (pullback) diagram 
GA7 n K + G:X 
I I 
+ Y 
G ‘K - G:XK, 
where each arrow is the projection. The same is true of atline k-group schemes 
[7, Chap. III, Sect. 1, No. 21. The above is simply a restatement of this fact in 
terms of Hopf algebras. Q.E.D. 
With the above notation, A is a free B-module if A over BC and C over B n C 
are free. The same argument was used in [8, Proposition 11. 
In the following let A be a commutative Hopf algebra and let B C A be a Hopf 
subalgebra. 
LE~L% 4. The Hopf algebra A/B-A is irreducible if and only if B 3 A, (the 
coradical of A). 
Proof. The coradical filtration of A induces the structure of a filtered 
coalgebra on &?+A. Hence -4,;B-A 3 (A/B+A), . This proves the “if” part. 
To prove the inverse, let G be the afbne &group scheme associated with A and 
let NC G be the normal closed subgroup scheme associated with A/B+A. 
Let T; be a simple right A-comodule or equivalently a simple left k-G-module 
[7, Chap. IT, Sect. 2, 1.11. If A/B-,4 is irreducible, or equivalently if K is uni- 
potent, the invariant subspace Vv # 0, which is a k-G-submodule. Since V is 
simple, V = V, hence V is a k-G&r-module, or equivalently V is a right 
B-comodule. This means -4, C B. Q.E.D. 
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The lemma means that djA,-,+A corresponds to the uaipotent radical. Thus, 
roughip speaking, A represents a reductim group if and only if A, generates I 
as an algebra. 
In view of the !emma, Radford [8, Corollary I], or Proposition 3: has prowd 
the foIloviing. 
PRCPOGITIOS 7. If 9/B-A is irreducible, J is a free B-module. 
Sest x-e shall apply Theorem 9 to pro\-e the follow&g: 
THEOREX 12. Let k be perfect, let d be a commutative reduced Ho?f algebrc 
mer k, and let B C -4 be a pointed Hopf subalgebra. T.ken d is a jree B-module, 
Pzof. Let 3, be the coradical of 3, and let (A,) be the Hop! subaigebra 
generated by d, . Since A o\-er (AJB is free bp Proposition 3, we have only to 
pro\-e that (-l;e) oyer (A,) n B is free by Proposition 6. Assume 9 = (A,). Ke 
claim tlhat each -11 E A’/ is a free B-module. By Lemma 2. we can assume B 
is finitely generated. Since we can assume M is of the form 32’ = 7B for some 
simple ,4-subcomodule V C J1, u-e can also assume 9 is finitely generated. Let R 
be the algebraic closure of k. Since k is perfect, h’ -3 A is also reduced and 
k g do = (2 :g Ajo. Let G be the afhne algebraic k-group scheme ccrre- 
sponding to A, and let Go be the connected component. Then G is smoo*h. 
Hence the unipotent radical S of Go a@ fi is normal in G 5 h. Since Q 3 5 
has no normal unipotent closed subgroup scheme, it follows that S = (e). Thus 
Go g k is reductive. Hence the derived group [Ga $$z, Go 2 K] is semisimpie 
by [6, Proposition 14.2, p. 3251, and has no solvable quo&n. S&e (Go :2 h), 
[G3 5 8, G3 5 k] is a torus, it follows that each solvable quotient of G” 2 k’ 
is a torus. Let H be the afhne k-group scheme associated alth B. Tis -means 
that HO 2. R is a torus. Let .g be the affine ring of Ha. Since B is pointed and 
1 3 k is generated by the group-likes, it follcws rhat .g = k[G(aj], -s-hex 
G(9) desctes the group-like elements. Let D C B be the unique Hopf sub- 
algebra such that I = B!BD-. Then D is fir-dire dimensional o\-er k, since i: 
corresponds to H!HO. Since B is 2 group-&e Hcpf algebra, it follows from 
Theorem 9 that each A1 E A/ is a free B-module. Q.E.C. 
In the foliowing we consider Hopf ideals and right ccideai subalgebras of r 
pointed commutative Hopf algebra. 
Let p = Max(l, char(k)). A pcl~nomial f (X) = r a&~ with coefficients in k 
is a p-~oiy~orniul if LYE = 0 unless i is a power of j5. (In parti&ar ay = 0.) Let a 
be an elemen: of a group. f(X) is 2 ( p, a)-poljvronzial if it is a p-pOi~ZlOrnid 235 
x;i + 0 and A,: G 0 mean ui = aJ. 
Let =i be a commutative pointed Hopf algebra and let B C A be a Hopf 
subaigebrz. =Issume x E A satisfies d(z) = z 3 a + I 5 x - u, wtiere a E G(B) 
and u ; B z B. By [lo, Lemma 41, either z is algebraically independent over B. 
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or there is a unique manic (p, a)-polynomialf(X) E K[Xj of degree rr such that 
f(2) E B and B[2] is a free B-module with basis (1, I,..., P-l>. In the latter case, 
we have 
4f@)) = f(4 @ an + 1 Of64 + f(u)- 
LEM~M 5. Let B[2] be as uboce and let I C B[2] be a Hopf ideal such thut 
B n I = 0. There is a unique right coideal subalgebraL C B[2] such thutL+B[a] = I 
and B[2] is a free L-module. Then BL is a Hopf subalgebra of B[2] and there is a 
natural isomo@aism B @L N BL. 
Proof. We need only to show the existence. We can view B C B[2]/I as 
a Hopf subalgebra. Let B[z] = B[2]!I with B the image of 2. If f is algebraically 
independent over B, I = 0 and we have nothing to prove. Otherwise, let g(X) 
be the minimal monk (p, a)-polynomial such that g(2) E B. Let y = g(2) - 
g(2) E B[2]. Then 
Jy) =y O@ t 1 Or, 
where m = deg(g(X)). H ence B[y] is a Hopf subalgebra of B[2], and B[2] 
over B[y] is a free module. We claim that B @ k[y] N B[y]. Since I = k[y]+B 
and WYI) C NY] C3 WI, th is will imply the lemma. If y is algebraically 
independent over B, we have nothing to prove, again. Let h(X) be the minimal 
manic (p, a”)-polynomial for y. Applying the projection B[2] + B[z], 2 + Z, 
we conclude that h(y) = 0. If I = deg(h(X)), the K-algebra K[y] has a basis 
(1, y ,..., y’-‘1. Hence B @ k[y] N B[y]. Q.E.D. 
THEORBY 13. Let A be a pointed commutative Hopf algebra over k and let 
I C A be a Hopf ineal. There is a unique right coideal SubaIgebra V C A such that 
I = V-A and A is a free V-module. 
Proof. Consider the set of triples (B, IV, r) where B CA is a Hopf sub- 
algebra, WC B a right coideal subalgebra (A(W) C W @ B), and r C B a free 
W-basis for B. Define an order < on the set by (B, W, F) < (B’, W’, I”) if 
B C B’, WC IV’, r C r’. By Zorn’s lemma, we can take a maximal element 
(B, W, I’) such that A, C B. (The theorem is obviously true of A, .) Assume 
B#A.Thereisag~A-BsuchthatA(x)=s@a+l@2+uforsome 
a E G(B) and u E B @ B. To deduce a contradiction we may assume A = B[2]. 
The projection A + A/I is the composite of 
A = B[2] --t A/(In B)A = I&] --+ A/I, 
where B = B!I n B, and I denotes the image of 2. Let 
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which is 2 right coideal subalgebra of B[z] such that C&Z] = &‘(I I? B)d and 
B 3 L N BL, by Lemma 5. There is sn integer m or m = co such that 
(9 1 0 Q i < m} is a free basis for B[z] over BL. Thus it is 2 free basis foor 
B[z] @ A o\-er BL @ A. Since W+B = In B and W-A = (I n B)-4, v:e ixx 
~:A&AIIB[%]~@A. 
Since d is W-free, applying k aAl1 ? m-e have 
5: F&A=L~A, 
where V = k q A:lA w-bich is 2 right coideal subalgebra of A. We have 
&) = 2 @ a + 1 @ x mod B .g. B, 
hence 
@ai) = 2 8 d 7 g,(x @ I), 
where g&Y) is 2 polynomial of degree <i with coefficients in B & A, for each a. 
Therefore ([(zi) ! 0 < i < m} is a free basis for B[,F] 3 d over l?L 3 A. Since 
f : (B C&v v) &+4N(B@L)~@d 
and B .g L N EL, it follow-s that (zi 0 < i < ni) is 2 free basis for A &.. 2 
orer (B & E’) 13~ -4, hence a basis for A otter B &. F. T!x.E 
F={pi~O<i<m,yETj 
is 2 free basis for A o\-er B containing 7 (r is a Y-basis for B). By Theorem 1: 
we have V,WATr = L. Since L-&Z] = I/WTA, and F-3 V, it fohoxs that 
-y--4 = 1. 
Thus (B, iTr, I’) < (A, r, r), 2 contradiction. Q.E.G. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a pointed commutatke Hopf alg&c. There is a 
1-l correspondence V c-) F--A between rigkt coitieal mJalge3rzzs ore7 idzick 9 is 
j%ee: and Hopf ideals of A. 
Of ccurse we can replace right by left. 
An a&e k-group scheme G is representatinaliy solvable (or trigonalizcbb) if 
each simple left k-G-module is l-dimensional. This is ec+alent to the fact 
that the HoFf algebra O(G) is pointed. Thus the aboT;e theorem is equiv&enc 
tc the following. 
THEOEM 14. Let G be a represewtationalb soiwble @ze k-grou* s&ems mad 
Iet H C G be a ciosed subgroup scheme. Then .F?G is a$%ae a& 3~ projectivs 
G + E$G is free. 
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5. Ax EXAMPLE 
We give an elementary example to show that the Hopf algebra of a torus 
is not necessarily free over Hopf subalgebras. 
Let G(A) be the group-like elements of a Hopf algebra A. The Hopf algebra A 
is group-like if A = k[G(A)]. It is naultillicatiw if A 3 k is a group-like Hopf 
K-algebra, where k = the algebraic closure of k. It is known that if d is multi- 
plicative, A @ k, is already group-like, where K, = the separable closure of K. 
Let n be the Galois group of k,,!k. It has a natural topology. A l&group means 
a pair (G, +) where G is a group and #: n x G + G an action such that 
4(x, gk) = b(x, d d&s 4 f orxEi7,g,hEGandthat& ={3c~17 4(x,g) =g) 
is an open subgroup of 17 for each g E G. They form a category. 
If A is a multiplicative Hopf algebra, let X(A) = G(A @ k,) the group-like 
elements of A ,@ k,. The action lI~d@k,-+A@k,, (x,a@X)+ 
a @ x(h) makes X(A) into a n-group. 
If G is a l&group, extend the action to 
by (~3 x h,gi) w 1 A@,) 4(x, gi). By Galois theory, k,[Gl N k,[qfl@ k, , 
where (*)n denotes the invariants by 17. It follows that k,[GJfl has a unique 
Hopf structure such that k,[G] N k,[c;In @ k, as k,-Hopf algebras. 
It is known [7, Chap. II, Sect. 5, 1.7 that A F+ X(A) and G ++ k,[Gj” give 
rise to an equivalence between the categories of multiplicative Hopf algebras 
and of l&groups. 
In particular there is a categorical equivalence between commutative multi- 
plicative Hopf algebras and left H[UJ-modules. A Z[D]-module M corresponds 
to a torus if M p! Zn as Z-modules. 
There is a torus whose Hopf algebra is not free over Hopf subalgebras. 
Let k = R. Then k, = C and 17 = (1, u}, where o(a) = 6, (Y E C. Make Z 
a n-module by a(n) = --n. Correspondingly, 17 acts on C[X, X-l] by 
3 ( 1 x,x* = x &x-i. ieh 
Let A = C[X, X-I]n and B = C[xZ, X-*1” Then A is a commutative 
cocommutative Hopf algebra and B CA a Hopf subalgebra. We claim that A is 
not a free B-module. 
If it were a free B-module, the rank would be 2. Let {f(X), g(X)) be a basis. 
Since C @n A = @[X, X-l] and C @a B = @[P, X-?, {f(X), g(X)) and 
(1, X-l) are two bases of C[X, X-l] over C[F, X-a]. We can write 
f(X) = 4-V + &.XY X-5 
g(X) = c(P) + d(F) x-1, 
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where a(P), b(P): c(X*), d(F) E C[-?P , X-7. Bv a simple calculations CZ(-F) 
and c(Xz) are W-linear combinations of Pv -wX--9n, ZP - iX-zn, w E ET 
where i2 = -1, and b(P) and d(P) are W-linear combi3a:ions of 3” -- 
AF-2n, iLFn - iP--ln, n E i2. Hence u(P) n(X2) - b(F) c(P) is 21~0 an 
R-lizear combination of X2” f F-zn, iPn - iP-s71, n E h. Since the crly 
wits of @[P, X-2] are monomials, this impiies that the determinant 
I 4-v WV 
I c(X”) d(XS) 
is not 2 tinit of @[X2, X--8]. This is ;5contradiction. 
AVote added in proof. In the proof of Theorem 3, we mention quotient bialgebras 
cf a commutative Hopf algebra. Nichols proves rhat they are necessarily- Hopf quotients. 
Theorem 4 has a better description, since we can prom that any quo&x left module 
coalgebra of a cocommutative Hopf algebra A is necessarily a faithfully cofiar A-comodule. 
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